Best Fit Guide

Both ACDSee Pro 8 and ACDSee 18 come with a full set of features to help you
manage, view, edit, and share your photos. Use this chart to discover the version
of ACDSee that’s right for you.
Ideal for active photo enthusiasts with a growing photo collection
Developed for professional and advanced amateur photographers who need total control
of their workflows

Managing

Included

Improved

See Clearly, Even into the Cloud with SeeDrive™
Set and Walk Away with ACDSee’s Smart Indexer
Organize photos using a combination of folders, keywords, ratings, color labels, metadata,
and categories
Find photos fast — build and store searches based on metadata, file properties, data,
event, keyword, rating, location, and edited state
Create as many ACDSee databases as you like, and quickly and easily switch between
them
Visually tag images with color labels
Customize and save workspace layouts, metadata views, file sort order, and shortcut keys
Selectively remove metadata to protect privacy and intellectual property
Conveniently access any metadata function in the new Metadata sub menu via Tools
Map view and reverse geocoding by selecting a pin on the map
Customize access to external editors
Speed up workflow with native 64-bit support for Windows operating systems
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New
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Improved color management with multi-monitor support
Fluid folder viewing with an improved Folder Tree and GUI enhancements

Viewing

Included

Improved

New

PicaView — Right-Click with a View
Freely preview what your images would look like with a variety of filters with the Auto Lens View
Auto EQ — Commitment-free exposure enhancement
Support for Windows Touch Gestures™-enabled devices
View images with the fastest technology on the market
Support for over 100 formats, including image, audio, and video
View photos at full-screen
Examine details with Zoom, Navigator, Magnifying Glass, and Histogram tools
Quickly tag photos for further editing or review
Perform high-quality decoding on RAW images
Display data alongside your photo conveniently with the Info Palette

Developing

Included

Improved

New

Non-destructively process RAW, JPEG, TIFF, and more
Adjust the brightness and contrast of different tone bands
Achieve HDR results from a single image
Fix barrel, pincushion, and fish-eye lens distortions and perspective distortions
Boost saturation without affecting skin tones with the Vibrance tool
Apply hue-based brightness adjustments and saturation-based tinting in the dedicated black and white mode
Apply post-crop vignetting to any cropped image
Use the Cross Process tool to add a surreal, retro effect
Non-destructively reduce red eye

Editing

Included

Improved

New

Selectively adjust pixels with a variety of Edit mode tools by targeting specific colors and tones within the image
1-Step EQ powered by ACDSee’s patented LCE technology
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Improved Selections tool, designed for efficiency
Use the Fill Tool to select a color and enrich your chosen background
View your adjustment history and return to a specific adjustment
The Navigator Window automatically takes the guesswork out of zooming into the smaller details
Instantly adjust exposure and remove color cast
Erase flaws and unwanted objects with Heal and Clone
New Edit Mode Filters
Add text, custom borders, vignettes, drop shadows, matte, and edge effects
Draw freehand on images, or add lines and shapes
Batch edit groups of photos — rotate, crop, convert file type, watermark, and more
Quickly brush on any editing or special effect to selected areas of photos
Smooth out grain and noise patterns between edges with the Smart Blur filter
Apply a radial or linear gradient to any editing effect to subtly progress across your photo
Attain a realistic bokeh effect with the Lens Blur filter
Simulate the popular tilt-shift effect to transform your photo into a miniature-scale model

Sharing & Publishing

Included

Easily print photos and contact sheets
Create screen savers and slideshows of photos
Optimize and upload photos to FTP-managed Web spaces
E-mail photos through a desktop client or webmail
Upload photos to SmugMug, flickr™, Facebook®, and Twitter®
Automatically sync drives
Burn to CD, DVD, and Blu-Ray
Upload photos to Zenfolio
Watermark photos to protect against copyright infringement
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Improved

New

